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Abstract We state uniqueness and stability results for the inverse problem of determining 
a rigid inclusion inside an isotropic elastic body Q, from a single measurement 
of traction and displacement taken on the boundary of Q. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we consider the inverse problem of identifying a rigid inclusion 
inside an elastic body from boundary measurements of traction and displace
ment. This kind of problems arises, for instance, in non-destructive testing for 
damage assessment of mechanical specimens, which are possible defective due 
to the presence of interior rigid inclusions. More precisely, let the elastic body 
be represented by a bounded domain Cl inR^, or R^, inside which a possible 
unknown rigid inclusion D is present. Our aim is to identify D by applying a 
traction field (p at the boundary dfl and by measuring the induced displacement 
field on a portion S c dfl. 

Working within the framework of the linearized elasticity, where C denotes 
the known elasticity tensor of the material, the displacement field u satisfies the 
following boundary value problem 

div(CVu) = 0, in O \ S , 

{cyu)iy = ^p, on an, (i) 

coupled with the global equilibrium condition 

I {CVu)v • r = 0, for every r e 7^, (2) 
JdD 
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where TZ denotes the hnear space of the infinitesimal rigid displacements r(a;) = 
c + Wx, where c is any constant n-vector and W is any constant skew n x n 
matrix. We shall assume C strongly convex and of Lame type. Problem (l)-(2) 
admits a solution u £ H^{n\D), which is unique up to an infinitesimal rigid 
displacement. In order to specify a unique solution, we shall assume in the 
sequel the following normalization condition 

u=^0 on dD. (3) 

Therefore, the inverse problem consists in determining the unknown rigid in
clusion D, appearing in problem (l)-(3), from a single pair of Cauchy data 
{u, {CVu)iy} on 5fi. 

The indeterminacy of the displacement field u and the consequent arbitrari
ness of the normalization (3) which we have chosen, lead to the following 
formulation of the uniqueness and stability issues. 

Uniqueness issue. 
Given two solutions Ui to (I)~(3) when D = Di, z = 1, 2, satisfying 

{CVui)v = (̂ , on 90 , (4) 

ui - U2\^ e 7^, (5) 

does Di = D2 hold? 
Stability issue. 
Given two solutions Ui to (l)-(3) when D — Di, i — 1,2, satisfying 

{CVui)v == ip, on 90 , (6) 

min \\{ui — U2) — ^11^2(3) < e, for some e > 0, (7) 
reft 

to evaluate the rate at which the Hausdorjf distance between Di and D2 tends 
to zero as e tends to zero. 

In this note we present the uniqueness and stability results obtained in [4], 
to which we refer for the proofs. 

In particular, we have obtained uniqueness under the assumption that dD is of 
C^ class, see Theorem 1. The proof of uniqueness is mainly based on the weak 
unique continuation principle for solutions to the Lame system (first established 
by Week [5]), the uniqueness for the corresponding Cauchy problem, (see, for 
instance, [2] and [3]), and geometrical arguments related to the structure of 
the linear space 7?. which involve different techniques according to the space 
dimension. 

This inverse problem is severely ill-posed from the point of view of stability 
and, therefore, only a weak rate of convergence, under some apriori information 
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on the unknown boundary dD, can be expected. In [4] a constructive stability 
estimate of log-log type, assuming C^'" regularity ofdD, 0 < a < 1, has been 
proved, see Theorem 2 for a precise statement. 

The key ingredients to prove stability are quantitative versions of the unique 
continuation principle, precisely: a three spheres inequality for solutions to the 
Lame system, which was obtained in [1]; stability estimates for solutions to the 
Cauchy problem, obtained in [3]; a stability estimate of continuation from the 
interior for a mixed boundary value problem obtained in [4]. The complications 
of geometrical character arising in the proof of uniqueness, due to the general 
form of the condition (7), become significantly harder in the stability context, 
see the geometrical Lemma 7.1 in [4]. 

2. A priori information 

In the sequel we use the following notation. 
Let O be a bounded domain in R". Given k, a, with k e'N,0 < a < l ,we 

say that a portion S of dQ is of class C'^'" with constants po, MQ > 0, if, for 
any P £ S, there exists a rigid transformation of coordinates under which we 
have P = 0 and 

nnBp,{0)^{x = {x',Xn)eBp^{0) I Xn>t^{x')}, 

where x' — {x[, ...,x'n_i) G R"^^ and ip is a. C'^'^ function on B'p^{0) = 
Bp^{0) n {xn = 0} C R " - i satisfying 

^(0) = 0, 

VV'(O) = 0, when k>l, 

IIV'IIC'=."(B;,^(O)) < MQ. 

When A; = 0, a = 1, we also say that S is of Lipschitz class with constants po, 
Mo. 

We denote by M"* ̂  " the space of m x n real valued matrices and by £ (X, y ) 
the space of bounded linear operators between Banach spaces X and Y. When 
m — n,we shall also denote M" = M"^". 

Foreverynxnmatrix^andforeveryC G £(M",M") , we use the following 
notation: 

n 
{CA)ij ~ 2_j CijkiAki- (8) 

Let us introduce the linear space of the infinitesimal rigid displacements 

7̂  = ^r{x) = c+Wx, ceTC, W eM", W + W'^ = o], (9) 
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where x is the vector position of a generic point in R". 

Let us list here the a priori information needed for stability. 

i) A priori information on the domain. 
We assume that Q is a bounded domain in R" such that 

\n\ < Ml, (10) 

for some Mi > 0, where |0 | denotes the Lebesgue measure of Jl. 
For the sake of simplicity, we assume in the sequel that 

dO. is connected, (11) 

but we emphasize that all the results stated in the next Section continue to hold 
in the general case when (11) is removed. 

We assume that fi contains an open, connected, rigid inclusion D such that 

Q \ Z> is connected, (12) 

91? is connected, (13) 

and 
dist(i:>,an) >po- (14) 

Moreover, we assume that we can select an open portion S within 9 0 (repre
senting the portion of the boundary where measurements are taken) such that 
for some Po G S 

aonBp„(Po)cs. (15) 
Regarding the regularity of the boundaries, given a, MQ, 0 < a < 1, MQ > 0, 
we assume that 

dVl is of class C" '̂° with constants po, MQ, (16) 

dD is of class C^'°' with constants po, MQ, (17) 

and, moreover, that 

E is of class C^'" with constants po, MQ- (18) 

ii) Assumptions about the boundary data. 

On the Neumann data (p appearing in problem (1) we assume that 

( ^ G F - ^ ( a O , R " ) , v ? ^ 0 , (19) 
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the compatibility condition 

tp • r — Q, for every r eTZ, (20) 

< F. (21) 

Ian 

and that, for a given constant F > 0, 

Hi) Assumptions about the elasticity tensor. 
We assume that the elastic material is isotropic, that is the elasticity tensor 

field C = C(x) G £(M",M") has components Cijki given by 

Cijkiix) = X{x)5ij5ki + iJ,{x){5ki5ij + 5ii5kj), for every x e Q, (22) 

where A = A(a;) and fi = JJ.{X) are the Lame moduli. Moreover we assume that 
the Lame moduli satisfy the C^'^ regularity condition 

ilMllcM(n) + PllcM(n) < M. (23) 

and the strong convexity condition 

p{x) > Qfo, 2ii{x) + n\{x) > Po, for every x e 0,, (24) 

where M, ao, /?o are given positive constants. 
We shall refer to the set of constants a, po, MQ, MI, F, OQ, /?O, M as to the 

a priori data. 
By standard variational arguments it is easy to see that problem (l)-(3) admits 

a unique solution uE H^{^\D, R") such that 

ll«llHi(n\I5,R") ^ ^^\'P\\H-h{an:SCy ^^^^ 

where C > 0 only depends on ao, Po, po, MQ and Mi. 

3. Main results 
Theorem 1 (Uniqueness) 
Let O be a bounded domain satisfying (11) and having Lipschitz boundary. 

Let Di,i ~ 1,2, be two domains compactly contained in Q,, having C^ boundary 
and satisfying (12) and (13). Moreover, let S be an open portion of 5fi of class 
C2'". Let Ui e i ? H ^ \ A , R " ) be the solution to (l)-(3), when D ^ Di, 
i = 1,2, let (19), (20) be satisfied and let the elasticity tensor C of Lame type, 
with Lame moduli A and /x of C^'^ class satisfying /v, > 0, 2^ + nA > 0 in fi. 
If we have 

{ui - W2)t e ^ , (26) 
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then 
Di - D2. (27) 

Theorem 2 (Stability) 
Let fi be a domain satisfying (10), (11) and (16). Let Di, i = 1,2, be two 

connected open subsets of O satisfying (12), (13), (14) and (17). Moreover, let 
E be an open portion of 9 0 satisfying (15) and (18). Let uj e i? ̂  (O \ D,, R") 
be the solution to (l)-(3), when D = Di,i = 1,2, and let (19)-(24) be satisfied. 
If, given e > 0, we have 

\\ui -U2- rili2(s,R") = ™!^ Iki - -"2 - ' ' I IL2(S,R") ^ «' (28) 

then we have 

dn{dDi,dD2)<u (29) 
\ i l ^%- i (an ,R")^ 

and 

dn{Di,D2) < to \ -^ I , (30) 
' '^"^-^(an.R")^ 

where uo is an increasing continuous function on [0, 00) which satisfies 

w(i) <C( log | log i | ) " ' ' , for every i, 0 < t < e""\ (31) 

and C, 77, C > 0, 0 < 7? < 1, are constants only depending on the a priori data. 
Here d-n denotes the Hausdorff distance between bounded closed sets of R". 
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